
 

 

 

 
 

 
WELCOME TO THE OPEN SOURCE CAPITAL NETWORK 

 

 

 
BACKGROUND 

Open Source Capital is a business advisory firm with significant industry experience in 

facilitating the financing of commercial transactions.  Our management team, in conjunction 

with our relationships with industry professionals provides our Members a comprehensive 

sourcing platform for institutional quality deal structuring and marketing of Regulation D 

506c Private Placement Offerings.   

We offer a membership based platform that enables SMEs to promote their Company’s 

brand and engage with other Members, service providers and capital sources.   

OSC has extensive experience in: 

• Structuring and executing customized SEC Regulation D 506c Offering.   

• Developing online marketing and financing campaigns. 

OSC is a leading expert in all aspects of institutional and private debt and private equity 

offerings, including assisting in the identification and evaluation of capital structures and 

solutions, assessment of optimal sources of capital, preparation of investor materials, 

management of due diligence and communication with potential investors.   

In addition, we offer Members innovative and timely advice that covers all aspects, 

of financial modeling, project underwriting, deal underwriting, investor targeting, 

waterfall distributions, price strategy and documentation to efficiently close 

transactions. 

Our management team has extensive experience in many aspects of business, including 

construction and development, institutional investment management, construction lending, 

debt and equity structuring and syndication. We have a strong background in underwriting, 

asset management and creditors’ rights, risk management and corporate governance. Overall, 

our management team has an average of more than 40 years of experience and provides us with 



access to a broad referral network with significant practical knowledge of law, accounting, 

banking, real estate investment, real estate development and capital markets. 

 

We believe that our network can provide our Members significant competitive advantages 

relating to management, market relationships, underwriting and asset management capability. 

The Future 

The Open Source Capital Network intends to become a global network for SMEs to 

showcase their companies and raise capital. 

 

 

Our Strategy 

 

 

 
The JOBS ACT allows general solicitation of accredited investors to participate 

in online SEC Regulation D 506c Offering. 

This promises the makings of a massive trend, which is just now starting to take place. 

As a result, we believe that an entire industry is poised for explosive growth 

and can be one of the most significant solutions to help SMEs attract private 

equity. 

 

This may sound like a bold statement, but it’s not if you understand 

entrepreneurism the way we do. The reality is, online networking and private 

syndication is the way of the future. 

 

Targeted Clients: 

SME’s and Real Estate Development Companies 

We believe that our company provides a way for firms to start shifting their capital raising 

from gatekeeps to open markets.  By joining the Open Source Capital Network sponsors, 

private equity funds, and other accredited investors can benefit from off- market investments 

that: 

1. create value 

2. are in strong markets 

3. provide consistent cashflow 

4. have a high probability of sales increases 

5. have a history of management’s performance 



6. have a market-oriented management team 

7. have the proper capital stack 

8. are not correlated to the stock market 

9. have a realistic return on invested capital 

10. have a realistic exit strategy 

 

Targeted Companies 

We focus on working with firms that have a competitive advantage in their market and that 

can offer solid risk-adjusted returns to investors.   

 

Targeted Investors 

 

• Family Offices 

• PE Funds 

• UHNW 

• HNW 

• Non-US Investors  

 

 

Network Strengths 

We believe that the Open Source Capital Network provides business several characteristics that 

distinguish it from other associations and networking groups, including: 

• Experienced management. Our primary competitive advantage comes from our 

senior management team, which has operated in the lending business for over thirty 

years. Each member of the senior management team has at least 20 years of relevant 

experience in high yield debt structuring, debt capital markets, origination, 

underwriting, credit, risk management, loan servicing, real estate development and 

construction, and corporate governance. 

• Market niche. The Company has successfully targeted the segment of the economy 

occupied by small and mid-sized businesses.  These companies operate on a scale 

that allows them to quickly grow or pivot into strong growth markets.  Currently, and 

for the foreseeable future, we believe that small and medium size businesses will 

struggle to find equity and bank loans to grow their business. 

• Relationships. Our network relationships provide Members access to a unique 

pipeline of opportunities. We only accept Members with solid reputations and good 

relationships with banks, brokers, and investor and that are open to helping other 

members develop mutually beneficial relationships within the network. 

 

• Strong deal structuring, underwriting and asset management capabilities.  When 

raising capital, Open Source Capital, LLC helps Members with deal structuring,  
 



 

We believe that investors are willing to invest in firms that have been vetted by our management 

team and will view their investment as an alternative to other public investments. 

 

Vast Market Opportunity Enhanced by Highly Underserved Client Base 
 

The Network’s focus on building a Global Open Source Capital Network that can serve a 

large customer base currently underserved by banks and other institutional lenders. 

Management believes there has never been a better time to be in this business. Many lenders, 

unregulated private secured lenders and structured joint venture equity providers have 

consolidated into a small group of very large institutional investors with little appetite for mid-

size real estate deals with unique requirements. The capital inefficiencies placed upon 

developers and homebuilders was exacerbated by the 2008 downturn and now the Corona 

Virus has led many banks – large and small – to dramatically once again tighten credit 

standards, if not withdraw from the market altogether. This contraction in the traditional 

capital supply to SMEs has only increased the need for the Open Source Capital Network.  

Industry Overview 

As an under-banked SME, joining the Open Source Capital Network can be a growth enabler 

for your company.  The Open Source Capital Network may become your primary capital 

provider in the future. The Network provides the resources to help you structure financial 

solutions that address your particular situation.. 
 

Our Strategy 

We believe that given the risk, cost, and time involved in joining our network of like-mined 

individuals, you will obtain superior returns.  To achieve this goal, firms must be willing to 

provide the time early on network with investors and other Members. 

Joining the Network 

The internet has made Members more prepared to interact with investors than ever before by 

being able to easily provide information about demographics, market trends, comparable 

sales and other information related to your business.  The key to unlocking potential 

transactions within the Network lies largely with your ability to acquaint yourself with 

investors who are capitalizing on moving trends.  Opportunities are everywhere; investors 

read, watch, and listen.  Investors look for news articles and emails from network companies 

that are reporting financial results and sales forecast every six months, as these are often 

signs of companies that are growing and may have a need for additional cash. Market 

disruptions can often be an opportunity for meaningful transactions.  Network investors 

generally avoid the herd approach and instead focus on the individual value of each 

opportunity.  Network Investors also look for opportunities when markets are trading on 

emotion rather than logic.  Markets create virtuous cycles on the upside that tend to lead to 

overvaluation and vicious cycles on the downside that can lead to undervalued assets.  This 

contrarian approach relies, in part, on fads and herd mentalities that lead to fundamental 

differences between price and value. 



Sourcing Capital 

The process of sourcing and initiating new financing requires reviewing as many potential 

opportunities as possible.  It requires not only screening deals that do not have the 

potential to actually close, but also having the discipline to pass on deals where your 

management doesn’t have the expertise to correctly evaluate and underwrite the 

opportunity. There is no shortage of capital for good deals; however, it is important to 

understand early on, which capital providers have a high probability of ultimately closing. 

As a value to our Members and Investors, we know that time is their most valuable asset, 

and being able to quickly identify bad deals, marginal deals, or deals that require a lot of 

due diligence with little chance of getting completed, is tremendously important to all 

stakeholders. 

We help you source deals using relationship that we have developed over the past 40 years, as 

well as new relationships with Members and pre-screened brokers. Other referrals come from 

commercial bankers looking to source equity for their clients.  OSC also works closely CPA’s 

and attorneys to acquaint them with the types of deals that we will consider for our Members 

and how our Members would we like to structure their deals.  This provides referrals the 

necessary information and tools to quickly evaluate Member requests and to see if they fit the 

profile for the Member and increases your efficiency by eliminating spending any time on deals 

that Members are not interested in pursuing. 

 

Our Proprietary “Turn-Key System” For Helping Members Craft and Market SEC 

Compliant Regulation D 506c Offerings 

 

We typically develop SEC Compliant PPM’s and Capital Raising Campaigns that can be 

marketed on the internet. 

 

1) The process starts by our developing a SEC Compliant PPM and Capital Campaign 

for our Sponsors whereby we take on the roles of advisor, strategist, marketing and 

financing consultant to help them execute a comprehensive and strategic capital 

campaign. The client pays us an upfront engagement fee to help off-set expenses, and 

when the capital campaign is completed, we receive a "Work Product Fee). We also 

receive a quarterly “Membership Fee” for maintaining the Network. 

 

 

 The Scope of our engagement is as follows: 

 

Phase I - Initial Transaction Review and Consideration  
  

1. Review transaction business plan  

2. Review Company’s transaction concept proforma  

Phase II - Transaction Acceptance by OSC  

1. Engagement to provide services related to Accepted Consulting Transaction  



2. Review transaction acquisition, development and operational revenues  

3. Develop transaction structure and prepare financial model and structure terms  

4. Prepare an Operating Agreement for the project entity corresponding to the financing 

structure  

5. Prepare transaction Escrow Agreement  

6. Underwriting and stress test financing model  

7. Revise the financial model and Operating Agreement structure as may be required  

8. Assist, as may be required, in the preparation of transaction entity formation and 

necessary documentation  

9. Prepare a Private Placement Memorandum for a Regulation D 506(b) Offerings, for 

investor subscription  

10. Prepare a Reg S for non-Us Investors 

Phase III   

1. Submit the PPM to Broker/Dealer for FINRA review, as may be required  

Phase IV   

1. Place the transaction offering on a secure portal website, as may be required  

a. Provide portal maintenance and updating  

b. Outline marketing campaign  

c. Setup escrow and wiring instructions  

d. Coordinating due diligence  

e. Assist in the negotiation and review of lender term sheets  

Phase V  

1. Execute the marketing plan  

2. Review debt terms  

2. Marketing/Branding/Advertising per the approved capital campaign     

3. Assist in the develop of terms of various operating agreements, as may be required  

4. Assist in placing an offering with a Broker/Dealer, as may be required   

5. Assist in coordinating the closing  

Phase VI Post Closing   

1. Portal maintenance  

2. Advise post campaign marketing/branding and investor relations 

  

 

 



 

 


